RECORD sales were down in 2007 but it proved a vintage year for the music DVD. A certain Ms Winehouse aside, the best ones invited us to wallow in nostalgia.

1. **BOB DYLAN**: The Other Side Of The Mirror - Live At The Newport Folk Festival 1963-65. Stunning footage of the transformation of Dylan, below, from "voice of a generation" folksinger to plugged-in rocker singing surreal lyrics.

2. **NIRVANA**: Unplugged In New York. Kurt Cobain ended his life a few months later but his acoustic performance in New York was painful, gripping, beautiful. Available on DVD for the first time.


4. **THE BEATLES**: Help! The Beatles followed Elvis into the movie business and their second effort was an engaging if madcap spy spoof. Plenty of hits and plenty of extras.

5. **ROXY MUSIC**: The Thrill Of it All - A Visual History 1972-82. The expression "art rock" was made for Roxy... the glamour girls, the outlandish clothes and the exotic, original sound.

6. **DAVID GILMOUR**: Remember That Night - Live At The Royal Albert Hall. The Pink Floyd guitarist in all his pomp at one of Britain's greatest music venues. A good mix of solo and Floyd material.

7. **THE RAMONES**: It's Alive

8. **AMY WINEHOUSE**: I Told You I Was Trouble. Concert and documentary film that proves Amy to be our greatest living vocalist... despite all the trouble she gets into!

9. **LED ZEPPELIN**: The Song Remains The Same (Special Edition). Overblown? Self-indulgent? Of course it was but it's also clear from their epic 1976 performances what all the current fuss is about. They don't make rock gods like them any more.

10. **JOE STRUMMER**: The Future Is Unwritten. Julien Temple's affectionate account of the life of his pal, the late great Clash singer and guitarist.